ABOVE THE LAW

16+

tags: detective, rule, criminal, relations,
psychology, investigations
genre: documentary, criminal

seasons min
7

episodes year

24 / 26 / 23 / 46 335

2005 - 2014

About
The documentary “Above Law” is the chronography of Russian criminal life with gloomy pictures. Each episode restores a solved case from
Russian court practice. Police footage and eyewitness testimonies are combined with staged event sequence. However, actors play real
criminals, who have commited nonﬁctional crimes and got original jail terms. “Above Law” episodes are build like detective stories: the
audience are engaged in the investigation and make their own versions of events along with investigators and journalists.

GENTLEMEN IN A SUMMER HOUSE

18+

tags: thief in law, criminal, reality
genre: criminal

seasons

min

episodes

year

6

45 / 24 / 73

96

2012 - 2013

About
The one and only experimental project on Russian TV has brought together ten people, who have been more than once … behind bars! Exprisoners come to live in a summer house, where they have to prove step by step, that they are ready to refuse criminal underworld laws for
the sake of human ones. The heroes of the project work with an entire expert team: professional psychologists, teachers and trainers will be
helping these “ladies and gentlemen”.

ROAD DRAMAS

16+

tags: auto, for men, rule, criminal
genre: criminal, thrilling

seasons

min

episodes

year

1 season

23

71

2012-2014

About
The cycle of journalist investigations “Road Dramas” is an attempt to get to the bottom of the truth about the most resonant and shocking road
accidents. They were discussed in mass media, while videos from the scenes of the accidents had record number of Internet views. Journalists
restore the events, preceding these tragedies, down to the minute and ﬁnd uncovered evidence. The ﬁrst episodes of “Road Dramas” already
make it clear, that the fate gives people a chance to survive up to the last minute...

THEY ARE WANTED BY THE POLICE

16+

tags: criminal, investigations
genre: detective, criminal, judicial

seasons

min

episodes

year

1 season

24

40

2013

About
The hunting season on murderers, robbers and gangsters is open! The new show “They Are Wanted by the Police” gives the description of
dangerous criminals, who have ﬂed from justice. The show producers promise to pay an impressive reward to those who will help the police get
on their trail. Each episode of the documentary detective series “They Are Wanted by the Police” is a story of one crime. The guilt of those
people was proved; judges were only left to read their sentences. But the criminals managed to ﬂee. Now ordinary sharp-eyed people, good at
remembering faces, can help catch them!

